
Gerund

Name: Date: __/__/20__

He enjoyed ___________ up and down a ladder six feet long with six or
eight rounds, passing over it so rapidly that he could not be seen to touch it at
any point, yet not using his wings he must have stepped upon every round.

1.

(run)

running

This holds each turn firmly and prevents ___________ and ___________
the dressing or wound underneath.
2.

(slip) (expose)
slipping exposing

Then as he gazed he reeled backward, and only escaped ___________ by
reaching forth his hand to the wall.
3.

(fall)
falling

He knew Tom would be disappointed in him, and he avoided ___________
him if he was able.
4.

(see)
seeing

I have now given directions to avoid ___________ any family of bees worth
saving, if we choose.
5.

(kill)
killing

Would you mind ___________ gifts from Kitty?6. (take)taking

At the time of the execution at Toulouse of her uncle, M. de Montmorency,
she seriously considered ___________ the Carmelite convent.
7.

(enter)entering

One could not imagine her ___________ under any circumstances, but her
smile, when she was amused, was fine and delicate, and made a wonderful
difference in her face.

8.

(laugh)

laughing

I can only keep on ___________ that you may soon find my father, dead or
alive.
9.

(hope)
hoping

She says he must be so lonely up there by himself all the time that she
doesn't see how he can keep on ___________ so.
10.

(smile)smiling

He was so injured, as to prevent him ___________ further during the war.11.
(serve)

serving

If the owners didn't want to risk ___________ the ship's back on the bar
there were plenty of others who would.
12.

(break)
breaking
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Then they both laughed so heartily that they narrowly escaped
___________ into the ditch, after all.
13.

(fall)falling

Those who had managed to get out and get away from the city kept on
___________.
14.

(go)going

Travelling by the way in winter time, honour your companion, so shall you
avoid ___________ into dangerous places.
15.

(fall)falling

Only let's know when you contemplate ___________ it off, so that I can
be stationed near one.
16.

(bring)
bringing

He could not resist ___________ that delicate morsel to his first-born.17.
(give)

giving

Reports of crime, for example, must be published, but you and I can very
well omit ___________ them.
18.

(read)reading

Out from the doorway darted another warrior, stooping low to avoid
___________ his head.
19.

(hit)hitting

He narrowly escaped ___________, and tells a horrible tale of his
experience on that occasion.
20.

(drown)
drowning
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